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Snaidero USA Introduces ELEGANTE Bespoke: A New, Exclusive
Luxury Kitchen Collection
Meet ELEGANTE Bespoke, the new luxury kitchen collection that Snaidero USA has created
exclusively for the ultra-affluent homeowners of North and Central America, Venezuela and
Colombia.
At the center of the collection are 8 prestigious new wood finishes, each one exclusive to
ELEGANTE Bespoke and offering a unique aesthetic presence: H01 Heartwood, R01 Rosewood
(images coming soon), E01 | E02 Night Eucalyptus in matte and high gloss, E05 | E06 Fumé

Eucalyptus in matte and high gloss, and E03 | E04 Pearl Eucalyptus in matte and high gloss
(images coming soon).

H01 ELEGANTE Bespoke in Heartwood and Ossido Nero ceramic
Each wood can be paired with any of the finishes in the Snaidero range to create a very
personalized look. Cabinets and all other design elements – which homeowners can select at will
from Snaidero’s System collection – feature modern clean lines and expertly crafted details
made to highlight the beauty of the wood finishes and give each kitchen a distinct
architectural impact.

The ELEGANTE Bespoke collection is for homes designed to be one-of-a-kind retreats curated
with custom features, prized possessions, handpicked finishes, and rare finds.

E02 ELEGANTE Bespoke in matte Night Eucalyptus, stainless steel and Emperador Dark marble

E05 ELEGANTE Bespoke in high gloss Fume' Eucalyptus and matte Bronzed Gold mica-based
lacquer

Coral Gables Showroom Participates In 9th Annual Tour of Kitchens
On February 3rd, Snaidero USA Coral Gables took part in the popular Tour of Kitchens, an
annual benefit organized by the Coral Gables Community Foundation. The event is an
impressive self-guided tour of local private home kitchens combined with tantalizing culinary
stops.
The tour participants visiting the showroom were able to enjoy Snaidero’s latest kitchen designs,
the dynamic showroom architecture and gourmet tastings by Michelin 3-Star Chef, Jose
Ramirez Ruiz.
Proceeds from the Tour benefit the Coral Gables Community Foundation and the Culinary Arts
Program at Coral Gables Senior High School.

Eurocucina 2018: Snaidero To Present 5 Different Projects With 5
Different Designers
When Eurocucina opens its doors this April in Milan, Snaidero will once again be one of the
show’s biggest protagonists.
The company is set to present 5 different projects, all affirming its passion and commitment to
creating kitchen spaces with aesthetic, functional and emotional impact:
3 new models: one with Paolo Pininfarina, one with Michele Marcon and a first-time
kitchen design partnership with architects Alessandro Andreucci and Christian Hoisl
(the duo has already collaborated with Snaidero to design the company's Passepartout
accessories collection, an open and flexible system of containers and storage solutions to
maximize organization in the kitchen)
2 evolutions of popular models: FRAME by Massimo Iosa Ghini and WAY Materia.
See you in Milan for the unveiling!
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